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Characterized by relative stability in stafng,

stellar exhibits and related events fewer tours
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steady circulation and collection growth’
challenges with the library website and serious
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need to make substanti cuts r e
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provide core instruction working with faculty
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resources remained important even as usage
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Baruch Kirschenbamn gave a lecture
during RISD by Design weekend about his
work on the Lowthorpe lantem slides. The
exhibits for The Wind in the Willows and
-Friends 0fNancy: Comics
RISD Library
included tours ot the exhibits and receptions

the

In the Dale Readmg Room one ofthe most
antic‘ ated exhibits of the ear was Bedazzled
whichpfeatured the Dazzle ll/VWI camouage
shi dmwin Collection from S edal
p
g
p
Collections, and included a symposiiun on
,
the Sl1l)]€Ct and a reception in the library.
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of-electronic
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. and digital images
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increased. Innite Radius, the book on RISD s
early history, was nally completed and sent
,
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Presi ent ae s inauguration was
simulcast in the library, as was Dale Chihuly’s
,
lecture during the opening of the Chace
Center. Trustees and the Parents’ Council
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egree recipients, trust ees an
senior
staff and deans. The Visiting Committee for
jewelry and Metalsinithing toured the library
and learned about library services and
resources. Librarians gave tours to students
from the New England Institute of
Technology and the University of
Washington architecture school, as well as
representatives from the American Trust for
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ShelterI Un'lq ue Visions 0 a Universal
Subject through Am,st_S,B00kSJu1y 9
Au
15 2008
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Veronica Morgan, curated byjanine
,
Wong, with Laurie Whitehill Chong
'4» Glass. September 3 to September 30,
2.008, curated by Ariel Bordeau
4* Lowthorpe Revisited October 1 to 31,
curated by Baruch Kirschenbaum,

a
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Bedazzled janu 91')’ 26 toAPril9,
-

2009, curated by Claudia Covert, with

Lame Wmtehj Chong
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19,,|Annual Libra Sta.A’_t Exhibit.
March 30 April’? 2009 Curated by
Ariel Bordeaux
Friends 0fNancy-_ Comics the RISD
_

Llbmly Apnl 16 to ‘lune 26’ 2009'
curated by Anel Bordeaux
from the S
31 Collections
p
p
Librarian and the Readers’ Services Librarian
've further details on these exhibits, as well as
3‘
on the material from RISD library collections
lent to other instutions.
Re
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Outreach and Instruction
The academic year once again started

with orientation leaders bringing the rst year
students through the library on their campus
tour. Librarians taught 57 formal classes and
workshops reaching 1083 students over the
course of the year; in addition there were 36
class presentations of artists’ books and 47 of
special collections, for 1360 students.
Librarians continued to work closely with the
faculty to ensure that students understand the
research process and the resources that are
available to them. Thinking critically about
information found on the intemet is one of
the themes.
The librarians struggled throughout
the year to teach effectively without a frilly
functioning website; the intranet was
password protected and difficult to update.
Through the library's grad assistantship, a
graduate student was hired to work with Ellen
Petraits to develop a new library website,
which nally went live at the end of May.
With a subscription to new software called
LibGuides, librarians will be able to more
easily create course specic guides to
resources and research. In addition, librarians
have set up blogs, Facebook pages and
Twitter accounts to expand outreach to
students.
The librarians continued the program
of library liaisons to the departments, with
each librarian and the archivist continuing
with their three assigned departments.

Policies and Planning
The Library Committee met at the
end of October for the presentation of the
annual report and a discussion of current
issues in art and design school libraries. In
response to committee interest, Marta
Bustillo, Visual Resources Librarian, presided
at the November meeting with an excellent
overview of the changes in image provision

and use in art departments and art schools,
with focus on the changes underway at RISD.
The rst spring meeting centered on
information literacy and library instruction
with a presentation by Readers’ Services
Librarian, Claudia Covert. The fourth
meeting featured Laurie Whitehill Chong,
Special Collections Librarian, with a
presentation on the teaching and individual
instruction that takes place with our
collection of rare books and artists’ books.
An important development early in the
year was the inauguration of a new
relationship with Brown University. Despite a
long history of cooperation and reciprocal
borrowing, the policies were cumbersome to
manage and limited for undergraduates. Both
the University Librarian at Brown as well as
the library director at RISD supported a more
open relationship, and after the talks about
joining HELIN were abandoned, it seemed a
good time to make a more local change. Once
the decision was made, librarians and
circulation staff at each institution worked out
the details and CHiL (College Hill Libraries)
was born. Technology now allows easy
checking of status at the other library, so a
major hurtle was overcome, and we now have
walk-in borrowing for faculty, students and
staff at each other’s institution. The rst year
of the program was a great success with more
than two and a half times as many RISD
students borrowing at Brown this year than
last and an increase in Brown students at

RISD as well. The circulation policy was
changed from three-week to four-week loans
in order to make it match Brown's loan
period.

Gifts + Acquisitions
The library received fewer gifts this year
than last, but it was still signicant with 160
donations containing almost 2000 volumes
and 1200 magazines and other items; in
addition we nally had the opportunity to
3

review and catalog 500 books and exhibition
catalogs from the Rutgers Barclay collection
received in spring 2007. Work continued on
cataloging and processing the Gorham Design
Library, and the children’s books given in
honor of Walter Lorraine were completely
cataloged. Some duplicate gifts were donated
to the RI Book Project to support the library
in the Adult Correctional Institution.
Book donations came from gallery
ownerJudith Selkowitz, a number of alumni,
including Zeke Leonard, and from the estate
of apparel designer Roberta Carr. Marcia Ciro
donated $ 1000 from the Boston Book Arts
group when they decided to disband; these
funds will be used in the coming year to
purchase artists’ books made by women.
There were also gifts of 6 artists’ books and 19
issues of the zine Paper Rodeo.
The comic art collection continued to
grow with additions from Ariel Bordeaux and
Rick Altergott, Tim Finn andJon B. Cooke.
As usual, the RISD Museum was a big donor
of auction and exhibition catalogs, sending us
500 volumes this year. Donors to Special
Collections included Glenn Gissler, and
Selma Ordewer, plus donations of rare
periodicals byJoan Brancale, Roberta Carr,
and Marjorie Largey. Richard Minsky
donated a T-shirt made by Buzz Spector from
the Judith Hoffberg estate. The library
director continued to work with alunrna
Christine Jones on the eventual transfer of the
graphic design archive of her husband Dick
Jones.

The Audubon Society of Rhode Island
approached the library director in the winter
with the request that we consider providing a
home for their rare books that were being
stored in the John Hay Library at Brown. We
were honored to be asked and accepted the
extended loan of 34 volumes (some quite
massive) as long as we could catalog them in
the online catalog and make them available to
our students, faculty and visitors. This historic
collection of early omithology and natural

science includes the following titles: The

Viviparous Quadrupeds of North America:
JohnJ. Audubon; The Birds ofNorth America:
John]. Audubon (1840-44, octavo edition),
American Ornithology: Alexander Wilson;
American Omithology: Charles Lucien

Bonaparte (1825-33); Natural History of
Ducks:John C. Phillips; Birds and Trees of
North America: Rex Brasher (1929); Game
Birds and Shooting Sketches: J. G. Millis; Index
to American Ornithology and Morris's British
Birds; and Waterfowl ofNorth America.
The library purchased fewer titles this
year than in each of the previous ve years,
and the average price per book, last year
nearly $50, dropped down to $43. Total
spending on books stayed within the budget,
just over $130,000, which was $25,000 less
than last year's expenditures. Processing kept
pace with previous years and a record 1969
gifts were cataloged.
With the Ostby Fund for books on
jewelry, we were able to purchase the
Compendium Finale of Contemporary Jewellery
Makers, from the Jewelry Museum,
Pforzheim. We augmented our special
periodicals with a reprint of the important Los
Angeles journal Arts e? Architecture for the
years 1945-1954. We also acquired the
Spanierman Gallery's third volume in a series
of the complete Record of Works by Winslow
Homer, and the Rijksmuseum’s Dutch
Paintings of the Seventeenth Century in their
collection.
In addition to gifts noted above,
additions to the artist book collection
included two books by Macy Chadwick,
Reptiles, by Rand Huebsch, Time Square by
Buzz Spector, Diary of a Desperate Housewife,
byJudy Gelles, Playing with Fire, by Sandra
Jackman, and Trace, by Karen Kunc. Along
with the comics theme, we also acquired The
Nancy Book, byJoe Brainard.
New research databases this year
included AskArt, COPA, the Commercial
Pattern Archive from URI, LexisNexis, Oagford

4

(for
bibliographic and publisher information on
periodicals). A number of databases were
Reference Online, and Ulrich's

made available through the state, including
several from Ebsco. Since we had already paid
for Academic Search Premiere, we were able to
add Literary Reference Center, thus greatly
increasing the material available to support
the English classes.

Collection Management

In order to streamline book
processing, a new self-stick bookplate (see
cover) was designed, replacing the john
Howard Benson bookplate in use for decades.
In addition, a new stamp was made: The

Fleet Library at RISD for use on the
paperback books.
Canopy tops were added to the
compact shelving in Special Collections in
order to protect the volumes from debris and
dust from above. Nearly all of the bound
periodicals from 1950-80 were moved from
Special Collections to basement storage in
order to make more room for the periodicals
from the Gorham Design Library and other
special volumes, and also to make these recent
periodicals more available.
The 35mm lm reels in the lm vault
were tested for vinegar syndrome and a
number of them were withdrawn in order to
prevent damage to the rest of the collection.
Digital Projects
RISD’s transition to the use of digital
of 35mm slides for
teaching continued with great support from
the staff in the Graham Visual Resources
Center. More than 4500 images were scanned
and made available to the faculty, and
collected in RDID, the RISD Digital Image
images in the place

Database.

Budget and Fundraising
The global economic crisis had an
impact on RISD’s endowment, and much of
the spring was spent planning for reductions
in the 2009/ 10 budget. The library director
began attending the Deans Advisory Council
meetings in order to understanduthe context
of the mandated budget cuts, and was also a
member of the Ad Hoc Budget Committee
working on the overall picture for Academic
Affairs. Ultimately the library was asked to cut
$150,000 or 8% of its budget. I/Vith salaries
and benets taking more than 83% of the total
library budget, it was impossible to meet the
target without impacting staing. The
approved budget for the upcoming year
included cuts of 20-25% in most non-salary
lines, including book purchases and electronic
resources, and unfortunately one layoff (the
Picture Collection Assistant) and three
positions with reduced hours. The staff was
informed by the end of May, and the changes
took effect as the scal year drew to a close.
Library staff were involved in several
grant-funded projects during the year, two of
which were managed by Brown: an Il\/[LS
grant for the Gorham Archives pilot project in
which librarians provided images and
information about the Gorham Design
Library resources for the production of
Martele (a Gorham Silver style) and received
$500 for conservation supplies; in addition
the Associate Archivist is working on the RI
Archival 8: Manuscripts Online pilot project
funded by NEH which included $341 1 for a
student assistant. Claudia Covert applied for
and received a grant of $2000 from the RI
Council on the Humanities to support the
Dazzle exhibition and symposium, and Carol
Terry received a grant of $1250 from the
ADDD Fund through the Rhode Island
Foundation (and an additional
of $250)
to support distribution of Innite Radius to
public libraries in the state.

5

Stafng

john Gambino joined the staff as
Circulation Assistant in September. Janet
Grewer was out for a time with health issues,
and we were fortunate to be able to have a
part-time assistant, Williarn Ruggiero in
Visual Resources for much of the year. We
had our usual roster of around 40 student
workers, including a graduate assistants Kirk
and Nathan Mueller working on the library
website. Jessica Bitely, a student at Simmons
University, worked as an intern and then as a
paid assistant in the Archives. Jenna Hecker, a
URI graduate student intemed at Reference.
Susan Lamarca, a RISD Printmaking major,
worked in Special Collections on an
internship in summer 2009. Elaine Robinson
continued cataloging in a part—time capacity,
funded by the donor of the Gorham Design
Library for processing that
Claudia
Covert was promoted to Library IH. She left
mid-June on maternity leave through the
summer.

Professional Development
The academic year started with a day
of customer service training for the Readers’
Services staff. Librarians participated in
conferences of the Art Libraries Society of
North America in Indianapolis, the
Association of College and Research Libraries
(Seattle), LOEX in Albuquerque, College
BookArt Association (Univ. of Iowa), and
the Visual Resources Association (Toronto).
The archivist attended and presented at the
Society of American Archivists conference
(San Francisco). Staff also attended meetings,
workshops and conferences at RISD,
Harvard, Smith, Bryant, NELINET and
Philadelphia. Doug Doe was elected to the
RISD Staff Council.
The library director served on campus
committees, including the Deans Advisory
Council, the Administrative Computer

Advisory Group, RISD by Design planning
committee, and the Ad Hoc Budget
Committee. She served as liaison to
Architecture, Landscape Architecture and the
Apparel Design departments. Carol
continued to serve on the Grove Art Advisory
Board and the AICAD Librarians Steering
Committee, and was a consultant to the
Watkins College of Art, Design & Film in
Nashville. She continued as Vice-President of
the Consortium of Rhode Island Academic
and Research Libraries. She exhibited
photographs in the RISD Staff show and the
annual library staff exhibit.
Further details of staff activities
appear in the departmental reports which
follow.
Goals for 2008/09

The focus for the year ahead will be to
position the library as core to the academic
mission within the strategic planning process,
while providing excellent service and
pertinent resources within the restraints of the
budget. In addition we will continue to work
toward the goals of the library's 2007-2012
strategic plan; specic targets for the
upcoming year include further development
of digital resources; a fully developed library
intranet site with targeted LibGuides; a
discussion on the future use of the slide
collection space; the implementation of an
electronic records program for institutional
archives; the development of a conservation
plan for Special Collections; and working
with the Office of Institutional Engagement
on fundraising.

Carol S. Terry
Director of Library Services
October 2009
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Pmcessed

Research Use of the Collections

Archivist Andrew

Over the

Martinez and Associate Archivist Douglas
D oe answere d 1 9 5 re ference requests,whi ch
came via e-mail, letter, and telephone,
workin 232 25 hours to research and answer
g
'
these queries. In the previous year (2007/O8)
the Archives received 184 reference requests
(197 5 hours) This year’s requests came
from RISD researchers--administrators
alumni, faculty, staff, and students--and om
non-RISD scholars and the general public,
covering perennial topics such as former
RISD faculty and students, RISD buildings,
past Museum exhibitions including Raid the
Iceboxl with Andy Warhol, and works of art in
the permanent collection. The Archives
assisted RISD faculty with research on the
history of the English Department as well as
the history ofkweky + Light Metals for the
department’s Visiting Committee Self-Study.
The Archives hosted at least 148
individuals who registered and used the
collections in personI as well as several
undergraduate photo classes and one CE
Painting clam

Below is a statistical summary for remote
reference requests for 2008 / 09:
Reference Requests

College Staff
Museum Staff
Faculty
Students

88

Alumni
External (n0n_RIsD)

Totals

In 2008-2009, the RISD Archives
formally accessioned 79 groups of records
totaling 160 linear feet of material. Notable
accessions include:

Center for
gn

I

Visiting co
ee records and
colle e committee minutes from
Acadimic Affairs

-

40-Plus years oflegal les from the
rm of Timnghast’ Licht’ & Perkins

I

documenting RISD
d
th
1990 2004fr m
0
Atgglig e years

09
48
195

(05%)
(25%)

35n_1m Slides

581;?
ms ee recor S
itirchxtecicural I311anls (psper mad f th
e ectmmc) an re ate recor S or Z
constmfiionfof the Cliice Slentilrtal?
e
renovatlon 0 Memo“ H an
M
Rad k Burl
useum S
e e
Records from the outgoing President,
0ar_ 0

I

I

Roger Mandle
Student lms and degree Pmlects
from Film’ Animation’ Video
The Professor
Emeritus Medal
Cmmmssloned by former Provost -lay
Coogan and designed by RISD
faculty member Alba Corrado

'

Inter?“ Architecture class work and

I

I
(45%)
24
(12%)
22
(1 1%)
(02%)
04

and Business

I

I

0

drawmgs by faculty member Ernst
Lichtblau, donated by alumna Chris
Jones (1952)
Personal papers from former Provost
Hardu Keck
A collection of large format, color
photographs documenting the
consuuction of the Chace Center by
RISD student Matt Herz (M. Arch.,

2°08)
Research notes used to write the 1985

RISD Museum handbook, donated
by author Carla M. Woodward
7

I

Foundation Studies nature drawings
and several RISD student
publications, donated by Nancy
Crasco (Art Ed, 1964)
I Textiles Evening School coursework
for Matthew Fidrych from the 1930s
given by his daughter, Carol Carr
I Photography BFA degree projects
I Records documenting the renovation
of the President’s house (Bowen
Street) in the 1980s
I The personal papers of Helen and
jesse Metcalf, RISD’s principal
founder and patrons, documenting
Metcalf family travel and business
activities in the latter half of the
nineteenth century, kindly donated
by Helen Buchanan,
Douglas Doe began the preliminary
processing work on the les of former RISD
President Roger Mandle, which includes an
organization scheme to bring some order to
records that were created and maintained by
several administrative assistants over the
course of 15 years. Doug also continued
processing Administrative Affairs subject les
and committee records that were created
during the tenures of Provosts Joe Deal and
jay Coogan. The largest processing project
involved 47 record cartons of Museum of Art
nancial records from the 19605 thru 198Os_
Although the bulk of these records document
routine Museum expenditures, there were
original receipts for the purchase of works of
art included in the les,
Doug continued his work on the
Rhode Island Archives and Manuscript
Collection Online (RIAMCO) grant Project,
which has the goal of creating a statewide
archival nding aids database using Encoded
Archival Description
He attended
several training sessions related to the project
and in turn, trained Simmons University
graduate student Jessica Bitely, who worked
as an Archives intem and work-study student,

converting 18 nding aids from FileMaker
Pro/Word records to EAD records for
inclusion on the RIAMCO website. The
adoption of the EAD standards and practices
has led to a reexamination ofArchives

collection arrangement and nding aid
content. Doug served on the project’s
Executive Committee and the Best Practices
CommitteeAndy worked with Ann Woolsey,
Assistant Director of the RISD Museum, on
creating records management guidelines for
the Museum's records, in all formats, in
keeping with the accreditation guidelines
established by the American Association of
Museums-

Additional Activities
Andy supervised the editing of the oral
history interview With outgoing President
Roger Mandle that was conducted the
previous year. He conducted an oral history
interview With former Provost Jay Coogan,
discussing his 26 years at RISD and his recent
appointment as the President of the
Minneapolis College of Art and Design. At
this time, the raw video footage awaits editing.
Andy Worked With Dawn Barrett, Dean of
Architecture + Design, on the nal editing of
the Innite Radius: Founding Rhode Island
School ofDesign publication, which had its
press run in early 2009. The book, a sevenyear labor, is now complete and it will have a
festive and ofcial launch at RISD by Design
weekend this October. At RISD by Design
October 2008, Andy gave his customary
historic tour of the campus. He served on the
Instruction Committee, the Academic
Policies Committee, the Honorary Degree
Committee, and the second iteration of the
Ad Hoe Budget Committee. He also was a
Library liaison to the Teaching + Learning in

Art + Design, Photography, and Sculpture
dePI=1rtn1entS-

8

Andy delivered a presentation on RISD
patrons Helen Adelia Rowe Metcalf and Eliza
Radeke for the session “Power Figures: The
Roles of Women in the Development of
American Museums,” the Society of American
Archivists 72"‘! Annual meeting in San
Francisco. Doug attended the New England
Archivists meeting held at the Schlesinger
Library, Harvard, and joined the Association
of Moving Image Archivists. He was elected
to the RISD Staff Council injanuary for a
two-year term.

Andrew Martinez
Archivist
September 2009
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During the summer Gail Geisser and
Claudia Covert met with a customer service
consultant to develop customer service
training for all Readers’ Services Staff. The
training was held in September. All Readers
Services Staff participated and came up with
ideas on how to improve services to RISD
from better signage and written policies to
staff appreciation and clearer communication
with customers.
New projects for the department
included a revamping of the library webpage
that went up in May. Ellen Petraits
coordinated work with graduate assistants
Kirk 8: Nate Mueller to design and implement
a website for the library. The website,
http: [ [libragg.risd.edu[ provides an
integrated online presence for the library and
is a teaching and self—discovery tool for the
library’s.catalog, print and digital collections,
electromc resources, and services. In May,
the library received a new front door counter
that tracks people coming and going every
half hour. Staff can now view gate counts
from webpage In June the Reader,S
'
' d
Services Department stmjte twitter
http: [tW'ltt€I'.CO1'I1[1'1Sdl1lJ as a way for people

e

with Brovm University Libranes went mto
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Total circulation was down from
91,695 last year to 85,595 this year. In house
circulation was down slightly to 54,098.
,
,
Registered guests were up from last year s 690
to 878. The security gate count was down to
,
150,223 from last year s 160,796. Reference
inquiries were slightly down from 5,305 last
_
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year to 4’ 712 thls yea Classes’ toms’ and
orientations went down from 85 to 64.
Number of students reached went down from
1 917 to 1 109. Formal classes went down
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reservations went down from 754 to 633.

FY0708 and 866 items in FY0809.
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Circulation
Most of the summer was spent hiring
a new Senior Circulation Assistant of
Reserves. There were over 70 applications
and ve people were interviewed. john
Gambino was hired and started in September.
john is an artist and prior to working in the
library, he worked at the RISD copy center.
He has also worked in public and art and
design school libraries. All of the circulation
staff went through training for the new
registration templates as well as how to
register Brown students, faculty, and staff.

Reference & Instruction
Ellen Petraits coordinated the library
tours that brought over 400 new students
through both oors of the library during
Orientation. Claudia co-taught a library class
for a RISD English 101 class with Stephen L.
Thompson of the Brown University Libraries.
Ellen worked with the Graduate Studies
division to familiarize students and faculty

with library resources and research strategies,
which support graduate studio work and the
written thesis. She developed and distributed
the Graduate Research Skills document and
contributed content to the updated Graduate
Thesis handbook. She tracked graduate
instruction as it occurred throughout the
library, reporting 19 classes were taught and
44 individual reference meetings were made
with a librarian during the academic year.
Claudia worked with the other teaching
librarians to develop a survey for faculty who
have library instruction for their classes. The
survey tracks overall satisfaction with the
classes and shows areas for improvement.
The survey provides feedback for the
individual librarian as well. The survey can be
found at:
httpi/www.su1veygizmo.com/s/ 144847/fac
ultysurveylibraryinstruction09 10.

Ellen designed an online Concept
Mapping tutorial and assignment that was
used in the Art Histo1y102 library instruction
sessions. She documented the students’ work
and surveyed for feedback to the assignment.
Claudia made a presentation on Information
Literacy at RISD for the Library Committee
this past spring. Injune the library acquired
LibGuides: http:[ [risd.libggides.com[ .
LibGuides is a content management system
for library resource guides. In an effort to go
green the library is no longer prinng out
library class handouts. Instead these
handouts are offered through Libguides. The
guides are dynamic and interactive allowing
for feedback from the students and faculty.

Staff Activities
Claudia Covert (Readers’ Services
Librarian) was elected incoming Chair of
ACRL - Arts. She wrote a grant and received
funding from the Rhode Island Council on
Humanities for an exhibit and symposium on
the library’s collection of dazzle plans, and
curated the library exhibit “Bedazzled”. In
conjunction with the exhibit, she organized
and spoke at the “Artists at War” symposiiun
and spoke on dazzle camouflage for the
Newport Rotary Club. She attended the
ACRL Annual Conference in Seattle, WA,
and completed the Sheridan Center’s
Certicate I. Claudia had a baby in]une!
john Gambino (Senior Circulation
Assistant/ Reserves) began his position and
learned the ropes at the beginning of
September 2008. He processed 726 Fall, 222
Wmtersession, and S09 Spring reserves,
interacting and assisting faculty along the way.
He participated in the Annual Staff Art Show,
assisted in training several work study
students, helped Mark shift Circulation
stacks, and helped Stephen shift periodicals in
storage.

Gail Geisser (Circulation Manager)
reviewed, with Claudia, over 75 applications
IO

and interviewed 5 candidates for the
circulation supervisor's position, hiringjohn
Gambino who started in Sept. 08. She
continued to co-chair the ASIG group of
ACRL-NEC, and presented two conferences
as part of ASIG. "In Case of Emergency..."
held at Holy Cross in Fall '08 and "Copyright
or Copy wrong" injune '09, in which Stephen
McDonald - RISD was a co-presenter. Gail
also recorded minutes of the Library
Committee, attended RISD Learns
workshops, took an added shift at reference,
and created patron templates.
Jenna Hecker interned with us in the
spring and graduated from the University of
Rhode Island with an MLS in May. She was a
big help with the dazzle events. Thank you!
Stephen McCaughey (Circulation
Supervisor/ Serials) had the opportunity to
say good-bye to a very dear friend and
devoted patron of the RISD Library, Rice
Gattis, who passed away a year ago. A
memorial for Rice was held in the old Library
where Stephen hosted and emceed the event.
Ariel and Stephen moved ahnost 2, 000
bound periodicals to Storage from Special,
after which he shifted all the periodicals in
Storage to make one alphabetical sequence;
he also began to move bound periodicals from
the main oor to Storage to begin gaining
space for growth for the next 3 years. Stephen
nished bar coding over 6,000 bound
periodicals. He had the opportunity to attend
1 RISD Leams class.
Ellie Nacheman (Catalog/ Reference
Librarian) attended the ARLIS NA
conference in Indianapolis and the New

i

Bristol Art Museum. Ellen completed the
Sheridan Center Teaching Certicate I
program, attended the LOEX conference in
Albuquerque, New Mexico, and the
ARLIS/ NA conference in Indianapolis,
Indiana. She attended ARLIS/NE chapter
meetings in Manchester, New Hampshire and
Newport, RI.
Mark Sweeney (Circulation
Supervisor/ Stacks) trained new hire John
Gambino in Reserves, Holds and Searches;
began posting on the short-lived Circulation
Blog and also RISDLib Twitter; assisted
Marta in identifying all items in Media
Reserves available for replacement on DVD;
completed project involving the separation of
all corrupted 35mm lms in the vault oversaw and completed spreadsheet which
mapped out the vault and identied
missing/ removed items; hired and trained 1 1
new work study students; provided the manhours necessary to lm student project in the
Library; attended 2 RISD Learns programs:
Introduction to Photoshop and Intermediate
Excel; assisted Stephen by processing ~300
new bound periodical item records;
participated in Ammal Staff Art Show;
attended RILA Conference at Bryant
University.

Claudia Covert
Readers’ Services Librarian
October 2009

/

England Chapter meeting in Newport, RI,
and participated in the Annual Library Staff
show.
Ellen Petraits (Evening Reference
Librarian) published a review article in Art
Libraries Ioumal, v34 n2 and was an artist in
residence at the Anderson Center for
Interdisciplinary Studies. Her work was
exhibited in the RISD faculty biennial and the

H
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the uorescent lamps and lights were tumed
off more frequently during the day.
Books from the Gorham Design
Library continued to be processed and added
to Special Collections. In order to make room
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This year, the Architecture
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Class Presentations and Couecuon Usage
Class Presentations f sped81

collections materials were actually higher this
I2

year than class presentations for artists’ books,
despite the fact that the required Art History
102 spring semester library research

instruction sessions did not include a
mandatory 15-30 minute visit to Special
Collections. The Readers’ Services Librarian
and Special Collections Librarian met with
the Art History 102 faculty in December to
discuss ways to improve these particular
instructional sessions. It was decided that
faculty would schedule a separate class visit to
Special Collections in conjunction with their
course if they so desired. This way the Special
Collections Librarian would work individually
with the faculty member to specically tailor
the selection of materials to the syllabus and
each class could spend more time with the
resources. Six out of 18 Art History 102
classes scheduled full class visits and 2 classes
scheduled a modied visit.
In general, we had many repeat
classes coming to Special Collections, mostly
from the History ofArt and Visual Culture
department, Hlustration, Graphic Design,
Foundation Studies, Furniture, jewelry +
Metals, Landscape Architecture, Glass,
Ceramics, Printmaking, Photography, the
RISD Continuing Education Certicate
Program, and the RISD Museum’s Art
Explorers class. We had some classes
scheduled by new faculty in Foundation
Studies, Art History, and Graphic Design.
Visitors from schools in the area included
several classes from Brown, repeat classes
from the University of Massachusetts at
Dartmouth, Montserrat College of Art,
Massachusetts College of Art, Roger Wrianis
University, and a few new high school classes
from Worcester, MA and Scituate, RI.
Approximately 7 graduate level classes were
scheduled plus 5 grad students with teaching
appointments scheduled undergraduate class
visits. With each scheduled class, even repeat
classes, the librarian continues to work
directly with faculty to search the collections
for new treasures relevant to the curriculum.

As in past years, individual

appointments for research or bookmaking
consultations were provided for students,
faculty and outside researchers in addition to
scheduled class visits. The busiest months for
classes were October, with 16 classes and 7
appointments, February with 14 class visits
and 12 appointments, and April with 14 class
visits and 8 appointments. Some days we had
as many as 3 classes back-to-back or 2 classes
plus 2 individual appointments. Although
there were more class visits to see special
collections materials than artists’ books, most
of the 90 individual appointments were for
artists’ books, including several graduate
students requesting consultations on the
design of their theses.

The artist book collection continues
to grow with new titles added each year.
Because artists’ books are such useful tools for
inspiration and for teaching design principles,
these and the artist book process archives
continue to be important resources for the
studio classroom. The Librarian gave
bookbinding demonstrations to a couple of
classes again this year and was invited to
critique the resulting class artist book
projects. FAV Senior, Aya Pogrebinsky for
one of her more ambitious lm projects,
videotaped the Librarian presenting a
selection of artists’ bo oks from the collection.
Unfortunately, we did not get to see the nal
edited video but it suggests new possibilities
for promoting artists’ books on the Library
webpage or Special Collections blog. Many
new artists and researchers from the area and
outside of the US came to see the exhibits and
to study the artist book collection.

Outreach
We tried a few new strategies to
promote our collections that proved to be
quite effective and also fun. For Orientation
tours of incoming freshmen specically and
for any visitors in general, we made buttons to
13

give out as a kind of “souvenir” of Special
Collections. Images from some of our
beautiful books were scanned and printed in

color, then made into buttons. The buttons
were attached to a small card with the call
number and title of the book, the phrase “a
tiny sample of the books located in Special
Collections”, and our hours. These proved to
be very popular and we continued to make
them throughout the year, sometimes
featuring special buttons to coincide with
exhibitions. We have no data to show whether
anyone came back to look at the book
represented by their button, but we do feel
that interest in the library was generated by
them.
To promote exhibitions, we sent
postcard invitations as well as emails to
individuals and listservs. The RISD blogs also
frequently had information posted on them.
The Bedazzled exhibition and symposium
was featured in the Providence ]ournal and in
the future, we hope to have more local
coverage like that.
With the creation of our new library
webpage h§p:[ [librg;y.risd.edu, we have
been able to promote Special Collections and
Artists’ Books on our new “departments” and
“collections” pages. In addition, we created a
Special Collections blog
htt11:_[_/ risdspecial.wordpress.com, both of
which will reach outsiders as well as the RISD

cormnunity. The Library Liaison program
continues with limited success. Hopefully
these new tools will enhance our efforts.

Acquisitions
Additions to Special Collections:
jewelry Museum Pforzheim. Compendium
Finale of Contemporary jewellery Makers, 2009;
Ver, Moi. Paris: 80 Photographs, 2004; Dutch
Paintings of the Seventeenth Century in te
Rijksmuseum Amsterdam, 2007; Arts 25*
Architecture, 1945-1954: the complete reprint,
2008; Record of Works by I4/inslow Homer,

2005; Serani, Luigi. Codex Seraphinianus,
1983; and Brainard,]oe. The Nancy Book,
2.008.

The following titles were added to the
Artist Book collection: Time Square, a tom
paper book by Buzz Spector; Aggregate
Memory and Connect the Dots, two books
using experimental letterpress techniques by
Macy Chadwick; Trace, an encaustic painted
travel sketchbook by Karen Kunc; Fragments,
by Amy Pirkle; Secret Recipes for the Modern
l/Vife, a tongue in cheek guide with a 1950's
avor by Nava Atlas; Playing with Fire, an
altered and collaged pop-up book on a
F austian theme by Sandrajackman; Diary of a
Desperate Housewife, a 1970’s photo diary by
judy Gelles; Colored People, with handcolored photographs by Blake Nolan; Reptiles,
by Rand Huebsch; and Abracadabra: An
Homage to N.H. Werkman, a series of graphic
images based on the work of this avant-garde

typographer.

Visiting book artists this year
included RISD alumni Judy Gelles and Neil
Salley; Sandra Jackman; Wemer Pfeifer; and
Marshall Weber.

Exhibitions and Loans
We had another busy exhibition
schedule this year, featuring a variety of
subjects and materials. “Shelter”, a traveling
exhibit of artists’ books organized by Veronica
Morgan and originally shown at Lasell
College, represented works by numerous
artists from the US, Canada, England and
Australia. Special Collections Assistant, Ariel
Bordeaux curated an exhibition of “Glass”, to
coincide with the opening of the new RISD
Museum Chace Center and the Dale Chilhuly
exhibition. Professor Emeritus, Baruch
Kirschenbaum curated “Lowthorpe
Revisited”, an exhibition focusing on the
history of the Lowthorpe School of
Landscape Architecture, the use of glass
lantern slides in teaching, the early education
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of women in this profession, and the adoption
of the Lowthorpe School by RISD in the
1940’s. The exhibit featured research

materials, documents from RISD archives,
and hand-colored glass lantern slides.
Kirschenbaum gave an informative lecture for
the RISD by Design weekend, using an old
refurbished glass lantern slide projector and
slides from the Lowthorpe collection. The
Lowthorpe lanterns slide images were
digitized for display on a at wall-mounted
digital display screen, as part of the exhibit.
“The Wmd in the Wrowsz a 100“
Anniversary” featured historic illustrated
editions of this Kenneth Grahame children's
classic as well as the sketches and original
paintings of RISD alumna and Illustration
faculty, Maryjane Begin. Twenty-ve of the
over 90 different illustrated versions of this
book, some from our collection and some on
loan from the Providence Athenaeum and a
private collector, were displayed. Readers’
Services Librarian, Claudia Covert curated
the “Bedazzled” exhibit, featuring the library’s
collection of drawings and plans for “dazzle”
camouage, in use on naval and merchant
ships during World War I. Students in
Cynthia Rubin’s Digital Nature class
contributed their own digital camouage
images based on objects in the Nature Lab. A
symposium, “Artists at War: Exploring the
Connections between Art and Camouage”
was also held in conjtmction with this exhibit.
Ariel Bordeaux organized and curated our 19¢
Annual Library Staff Art Exhibit held in the
second oor display case.
Our nal exhibition, “Friends of
Nancy: Comics at the RISD Library”, also
curated by Ariel Bordeaux, featured historic
pre-cursors and early comic art, graphic
novels, and zines from Special Collections.
The work of local comic artists was also on
display and Tim Finn BFA 2000, who has
developed our collection of comics and
graphic novels with donations of nearly 1,600

volumes, was the guest of honor at our
reception.
On loan from the RISD library
collections: fourteen of our artists’ books to
the Redwood Library and Athenaeum in

Newport, RI for their exhibition “Art as Book
as Art” May 31-December 31, 2008;
reproductions of our Dazzle Camouage
prints and accompanying photographs from
Special Collections to the Naval War College
in Newport, RI for an exhibition]uneOctober, 2009.

Donations
Donations of books and materials to
Special Collections include: books, catalogs,
and an interview on CD ROM by and about
Richard Tuttle, several other books on 20d‘
century artists and interior design from Glenn
Gissler BA 1983; Musée Patamécanique from
the author, Neil Salley MFA 2006; On the
Waterfront: An Interview with Ellen Driscoll,
from Ellen Driscoll; the complete run of Paper
Rodeo, a local zine published by and from one
of the editors, Leif Goldberg BFA 1997; The
Sienese Shredder, from the editor, Mark
Shortliffe; 6 children's books illustrated by
Maryjane Begin BFA 1985; Ferrington
Guitars from Graphic Design faculty Tom
Wedell and Nancy Skolos; 44 books on
American Typography from Selma Ordewer;
and 9 multi-volume titles of 19'” and early 20”‘
century illustrated ornithology and natural
history books on extended loan from the
Audubon Society of Rhode Island.
Donations of books and materials to
the Artist Book Collection include: a revised
trade edition of Secret Recipesfor the Modern
I/Vtfe, by the artist Nava Atlas; a tee shirt
designed and signed by Buzz Spector from the
Judith Hoffberg estate, donated by Richard
Minsky; two artist’s books, I Am the Place
Where Am and Walk on Red: Soundscapes on
Broadway from the artist, jeong-Hoon Kim
MFA 2008; What Color is Grie from artist

I
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Nell Dale; 2 collaborative artists’ books by
students of Margot Ecke MFA 2005, at the
University of Georgia, Athens; 10 comics and
1 zine from the artists Ariel Bordeaux and
Rick Altergott.

Staff Activities
Ariel Bordeaux completed her rst
fullyear as Special Collections Assistant, and
without her experience, tireless efforts,
creativity, and growing knowledge of the
collections, we could not have handled such a
demanding and complex mix of classes,
appointments and exhibitions. Ariel
completed two major shifting projects of
special books and periodicals. Because of her
increased familiarity with the collections, she
handled more reference questions as well as
several drop-in artist book appointments. We
had more requests for scanning special
materials this year and she handled all of
these, plus trained and supervised the
architecture students scanning their own

work.

Ariel curated three exhibitions this
year, the “Glass” exhibit, the “19"‘ Annual
Library Staff Art Exhibit”, and the “Friends of
Nancy” comics exhibit. Her expertise in the
eld of comics and her connections with local
comic artists made this nal exhibit of the
year an outstanding event. For nearly all of the
exhibitions, Ariel designed posters, mailings,
and labels and assisted with installation. Her
artistic and creave contributions to this
process are invaluable.
As part of the “What We Do” at RISD
presentations in April, Ariel gave a talk about
her work in Special Collections and her own
personal work as a comic artist. She served as
a member of RISD’s Child Care Task Force.
Ariel was a visiting artist for a RISD
Continuing Education class on comics and
also gave a talk at Brown University about
women and comics in conjunction with
Women's History Month events in March.

She contributed to An Anthology of Graphic

Fiction, Cartoons and True Stories, volume 2,
published in 2008 by Yale University Press.
Ariel kept statistics throughout the
year, tracking how many visitors came to
Special Collections after 4:30 pm and on
Sundays. Because the numbers were so low
and because of budgetary constraints, a
mutually acceptable decision was made to
reduce our hours to weekdays only, 8:30 am
to 4:30 pm. Ariel's position is now part time,
four days a week. We will continue to monitor
this new schedule to see what kind of impact
it may have on evening classes.
Four work study students assisted in
Special Collections with shifting the
collection, making digital scans, inventorying
the Laxson archives, making buttons, and
installing exhibitions. In]une Susan Lamarca,
a senior in Printmaking, began working with
us as a library intem. Her rst projects were
to assist us with the inventory of Special
Collections materials and the reorganization
of the book art/ artists’ ephemera les.
In addition to the many tours, classes
and individual appointments, Special
Collections Librarian, Laurie Whitehill
Chong oversaw and installed the library’s
exhibitions, took courses, taught a workshop,
attended many conferences, and gave lectures
on campus and beyond. It was a full schedule,
but a fruitful year with interesting projects
and events.
For exhibitions, Laurie worked
closely with Baruch Kirschenbaum for the
”Lowthorpe Revisited” exhibit, and ran the
antique glass lantem slide projector for his
accompanying lecture. She worked with
Maryjane Begin and a professor from
Marietta College for the “Wmd in the
Wllows” exhibit, coordinating the loan of 24
different editions of this book to go into our
display.
Laurie attended a two day course on
“The History of the Book for Book Artists”
taught by Special Collections Librarian
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Martin Antonetti at Smith College. She
attended the “Contemporary Artists’ Books
Conference” in New York City, the “College
Book Art Association Biemiial Conference” at
the University of Iowa, the “Art Libraries
Society/ North American Annual
Conference” in Indianapolis, and the “Hybrid
Book: Intersection + Intermedia” conference
in Philadelphia. Laurie also took a RISD
Continuing Education course onjapanese
woodblock printing.
In conjunction with the exhibit “Art
as Book as Art” at the Redwood Library and
Athenaeum, she gave a presentation of artists’
books, emphasizing their importance as
teaching tools. In conjunction with the David
Macaulay exhibit at the RISD Museum, she
taught a bookmaking workshop called “Build
Your Own Book” to Docents and Museum
members. At the College Book Art
Association (CBAA) Conference she gave a
lecture entitled “Layered Readings: Concrete
and Ephemeral” as part of a panel on
“Marginalia”. Laurie was one of three jurors
for the rst CBAA Student Artist Book award
and she also serves on the CBAA Publications
Committee. Her presentation to the RISD
Library Committee on “Special Collections
and Instruction” highlighted the ways both
artists’ books and special materials are used in
the curriculum and gave an overview of
learning outcomes.
As Liaison to the Graphic Design,
Illustration and Textiles departments Laurie
made informal contacts with individual
faculty this year. She also served on the
Illustration Department Search Committee
for a full time Faculty position. This gave her
the opportunity to work closely with the
faculty and gain more insight into the
curricular needs of this department. Laurie
also attended some of the nal crits in the
Textiles department. For the Gorham Archive
Website Committee, she contributed
guidelines for researchers wishing to view

materials from the Gorham Design Library
collection at RISD.

It was a full year of challenges,
changes, and producvity. We have

developed and rened our collection goals,
our services, and our outreach in new and
exciting ways. We look forward to the coming
year as we expand and utilize our library
webpage and social networking options. Most
likely our inventory project will continue well
into the coming year and will provide us with
more detailed knowledge of the collection.
This will enable us to better meet the needs of
our researchers and make Special Collections
even more relevant to RISD’s curriculum
needs.

Laurie Whitehill Chong
Special Collections Librarian, Curator of
Artists’ Books
August 2009
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RISD Alumnus and long time children's book
editor at Houghton
Lorraine was the
editor ofmany works by RISD A1
and
_

.

-

of

.

the revious scal ear and numbered over
500ll?etained titles.)Another large
that was
completely processed was a collection of
rouShlY 1900 titles received in 2007 from
Rutgers
Barclay, former
ganety
Evin in D
outh Mass‘ We retained
g
,
nearly 500 titles from his collection that
contained mostly works on 20"‘ century art
and artists

Theproductionofthe

Purchases

from the Prevlous llream Thldepzlrltment
tin t
t
t
czilchalig do c_om€he lzaga :8 earnew
urm
e
emi
.
P
g
Y
Although the number
received was

.

.

:2/::1l11El1ys:::;d?il:;£dw§:saf:;l;1:n;lm€:;S

unit a3ain increased from the P revious Year.
The numbers of binders was high again with
.
.
.
.
conservation work contmmng of materials
,
from the Gorharn Desi Libr
_

gm

my

also dcpwnbfrom th; previous year; 112 I':13fat1YlS a
consi era e num er, approxima e y
e

Sta.Acvies
Robe“ G

number of our urchased ac uisitions. The
P
q

Services Librarian assisted the reference

iirggsltssglzze ofgift ngue-als

con,It,i_nu;f_ to be
useum an
us’ lm mn'
Other notable gifts included a wonderful
collection of fashion materials from the estate
f b
d
H
0 Iljtznfrtarcanlnanjl 30 factions) al from
co
Po My a
eslgn ma e
S
Judith SelkowitZ' The departmellt began the
scal ye” °°mP1e“g the catahgmg °f
umaterlals for the RISD Museum Prints’
malnmggmd Phétogrgglhl deparltmeltlit m,
“me or e openmg O en ne_W oca on m
the Chace Centen The cataloging ofover
2000 llzooks was Compifted m tune for that
open ouse in Septem er 2008'
Th d mm t
tin d t
tal
e ep
en Con ue 0 ca og
material from the Gotham Mmufa
. g

e

f

_

_

_

_
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the Technical

_

librarians and the serials assistant in the
maintenance of the OPAC Web Access
f
din bl
d URL
Management om? g ta es an
hnks for reference indexes, databases and
periodical titles. Robert continues to serve the
library as liaison to the RISD OIT
De artment Innovative Interfaces Inc. (IH),
051,0 and ILIELINET. Robert installed the
latest III library system release in October
2008 and August 2009. He worked with
other RISD librarians in designing and editing
the new libr
web a e. He also assisted the
Visual Resources Librarian in the creation of a
new featured list of recent media acquisitions
.
. .
Robert continued to serve as a haison'
to the RISD European Honors Program
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Library, corresponding with and sending
materials to EHP student Rachel Labine and
EHP Director Ezio Genovesi. During the past
year the he assisted RISD graduate student
Gabriela Salazar who was organizing the
Arthur Loeb collecon of design materials for
the RISD Nature Lab.
Robert met with the Printmaking
faculty early during the fall semester to
present library information and sent
infonnation to the heads of the Jewelry and
Metals and Glass departments.
He continues to serve as the treasurer of the
RISD Faculty Association. During the fall
semester he attended a cataloging seminar at
NELINET. During the wintersession
semester he attended the annual HELIN
conference held at Bryant University and
during the spring semester the annual
ARLIS NA conference in Indianapolis,
Indiana. Also during the month of April
Robert participated in the annual Library staff
art exhibition.
During the past academic year the
library had the continued good fortune to
have Elaine Robinson, a former intem from
the University of Rhode Island Graduate
School of Library and Information Studies,
funded position.
working part—time in a
Elaine assisted the Technical Services
librarian with OCLC searching and
bibliographic record preparation for the
reclassication of monographs from storage.
Elinor Nacheman, Catalog/
Reference Librarian, increased the number of
hours she works at the reference desk by two
and one-half hours per week. Ellie cataloged
gifts from publishers of children’s illustrated
books given in honor of Walter Lorraine.
Ellie continues to catalog the bulk of RISD
publications including graduate theses as well
as our media acquisitions. Ellie attended the
ARLIS / NA annual conference in Indianapolis
this past April, and participated in the annual
Library staff art exhibition.

/

Marc Calhoun, Senior Technical
Assistant in Cataloging, has done a great job
book searching and cataloging. He
with
also does a excellent work searching the
catalog in advance of copy-cataloging to avoid
duplication of call numbers and to assure the
classication of similar materials to the same
class areas. Marc is close to completing
coursework at the URI Graduate School of
Library and Information Studies program and
is doing a work-study course in digital
archives at the Brown University Library
Special Collections department.
Susan Gifford, Technical Assistant in
Cataloging, has incorporated changes in book
processing streamlining the tasks, with newly
designed self-adhesive bookplates on
hardcover books unless the paperback is a
which includes the donor information.
Paperbacks are generally now only being
marked with a new Fleet Library at RISD
stamp. Susan continues to be an excellent
supervisor of her student assistants and
maintains a good retention rate with her
students. Susan also continues to serve the
library as a backup for the circulation desk.
Susan again participated in the annual Library
sta art exhibition.

Robert R. Garzillo
Technical Services Librarian
September 2009
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2()()3-2()()9 has heen a veat of

as a result of a
repetitive stram miury, and then to recover
from a shoulder fracture. Will Ruggiero was
hired in earlY October 2008 as P art-time
imaging and cataloging assistant to ll in for

to November 2008, rst

of out enei-gies went to adjusting to new

Janet: and he stayed iintii APi'ii 2009- This
ceiteiniy heiPe‘i in take 5°ine ef the Piessiiie
o while Janet was recovering, and helped us
achieve our target of a 25% increase in the
number of digital images created. A total of
4,549 images were created and cataloged

expectations and new styles. The Slide and
Digital Collection continued developing its
digital strategy, eieating over 4,509 digital

hetweenlhiy ist 2008 andlhne 30¢ 2009»
ineluding 4,233 images requested hY 22 RISD
professors, 186 images digitized for the

images and implementing LDAP access to the
R151) Digital lniage D atahase, allowing users

Gefham Database Design Pfeleeti and 70
images digitized for the Lowthorpe School of

to login with their RISD usernarne and

Landscape Aichitechiie exhihitieih
Slide usage continues to drop, with
10,177 slides borrowed this year, compared to
18,983 borrowed in 2007-2008. 68 faculty

challenges and achievements, both at the
Visual Resources Center and in the larger
R131) eoininnnity_ John Maeda took np his
Position as R1$l)’s new President in July
2003, and with this ehange in leadership some

Password
The pietnte Collection expanded its
effoi-ts to publicize its seiviees, by

participating in the student orientation tour at
the beginning of the Fall semester, and by
entering infonnation about pietine

Collection folders into the main library
catalog, adding 1919 subject headings. The
global nancial crisis loomed large over us all
throughout the year and, as a result of the
ensuing budget cuts, at the end of_]une 2009
we lost out longtime eolleagne and fi-iend
David Wnson, who was the pietnie Colleotion
assistant_ l)avid’s leaving was diftionlt
emotionally as well as physieally_sinee tasks
that he had taken on or been responsible for
will have to he i-e_alloeated_ This will Place an
espeeiallv heavy hniden this ooniing yea; on

Alecia, the Picture Collection supervisor, and
Anne, who is hoth Slide and pietine
(jolleetion assistant, hnt we shall all continue
to feel the loss_

Shde and Dlgltal couectmn

The academic year ir1 the Slide and
Digital Collection started with a challenge:
Janet Grewer had to take sick leave fromjuly

hnnnwed Slides this Year: e°inPaie‘i i° 83 in
2007-2008.For this reason, our efforts in the
Visual Resources Center are concentrating on
the digital °PeFah°hone efthe highlights ei-this Year was
the 1' e'<iesi8n efthe user inteffaee fer the
RiSD Digitai hnege Database, RDID
[httP=/ 1'didweh-fisd-edhl» Whieh Was earfied
out by our graduate intems, Kirk and Nathan
Mueller. The new RDID website uses the
same template as the new RISD website, and
has made the search process far easier by

/

infrodueillg a new tYPe °ffes111ts Page, with
clustered thumbnails that resemble other
image websites such as ARTstor or Google
1m=1ge$- In addition» the Weieeme Page HOW
incorporates posts from the VRC blog that
provide information about content on RDID.
The re-design of the Library website
has also allowed the Visual Resources Center
to have an ea -to-nd new a e with basic
information zjhrout the Centfizgln addition,
from April 2009 the new RISD VRb1og,
http://risdvr.wordpress.com, has been
regularly updated to inform the RISD
community about new developments in the
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VR area. We also have a Twitter account at
http: //twitter.com/risdvr, in which we
provide brief information about new videos in
the RISD Library, new images added to
RDID, and anything related to art and design
that we feel could be of interest to the RISD
community. In addition, we have set up a
Flickr Pro account, which allows us to upload
an unlimited number of images. We intend to
use the Flickr account to publish digital
images of work in the public domain from the
RISD Library, as well as images donated by
Faculty. During the month of_]uly, a faculty
member was able to upload images of English
Cathedrals, taken with his digital camera and
a wireless memory card provided by the VR
Center, directly onto Flickr as the
photographs were being shot in England. The
images all had automatic geo-tagging, which
made them easy to identify and catalog. We
believe this could be a valuable resource to
faculty and students on study trips abroad.
We continued to reach out to RISD
faculty and students, carrying out one-on-one
training in the use of ARTstor, Art Museum
Image Gallery and Powerpoint with twelve
RISD faculty members from the departments
of Apparel, Continuing Education,
Foundation, History of Art and Visual
Culture, and Illustration. We also created the
basic metadata standards for the
establishment of the RISD Faculty and the
RISD Student galleries on RDID, as well as
collaborating with Architecture faculty to set
up a digital collection of architecture student
projects.

Picture Collection
2003'2009 was 3 bus)’ and
Challenging Year tbt the Picture C°he¢ti°hPatron usage went up and there were new

Ptoletts designed to Pmmote the Picture
Collection's services to the wider RISD
¢°mmuhitY- H9“/'eVe1'» the Libra-TY was
seriousli’ attetted bY the budget buts
hhP1emehted at RISD as 3 Yes“-lt °f the global

nancial crisis, and we lost our colleague
David Wilson, the full-time Picture Collection
assistant.

The fall semester in the Picture
Collection started with the student
orientation tour, in which more than 500
students received an introduction to our
services from our departed colleague David
Wilson. Partly as a result of this tour, statistics
for the Picture Collection have signicantly
increased from last year. The number of
clippings borrowed went up to 57,542, from
52,099 in 2007-2008. The number of patrons
who borrowed clippings has also increased,
from 2,728 in 2007-2008 to 3010 this year. As
a means of assessing more accurately the
Picture Collection’s usage, we developed new
methods of keeping statistics, counting
visitors who used the collection even if they
did not borrow any clippings. Although we
only started this method in mid-April 2009,
the differences in numbers are already quite
signicant. For instance, although 129
patrons borrowed clippings in the month of
May, there were a total of 358 visitors who
used material in the Picture Collection itself.
We also continued adding Picture
Collection folders to the library catalog, and
this has also brought new patrons to the
collection, as they nd subject headings of
interest in the catalog that belong to our
collection. Alecia Underhill added 1919 new
headings to the Millemiium catalog, with a
total of 2372 subjects entered so far.
Outreach from the Picture Collection
took up the Web 2.0 challenge by developing
the Picture Collection Facebook Fan page,
which has proved popular with RISD students
and alumni. Alecia also contributed to the
Visual Resources’ Twitter page and the RISD
VRblog, where her entries on the Picture
Collection’s historic fashion plates are among
the most visited Pages_
91 new subject folders were created,

includes the “Fashion Historic” folders, and
17 new individual “Persons-Singers" folders.
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Other new subjects include: Insects —
ladybug; France - Mont-Saint-Michel; Animal
Shelters; Dirt & Mud; Theaters — Dressing
Rooms; Outsider Art; Night Scenes — Moon
& Stars; and City Planning — Futuristic;
Seaweed; Sculpture — Afghanistan; Qatar.
Alecia also scanned 18 Historic Fashion plates
and 18 Historic Magazine Covers, which will
shortly be included in RDID.
The loss of-one fuluime position in
the Picture Collection will create new
challenges in 2009-I0, and Alecia and Marta
Ir d I
h
ff h
are a ‘la Y P annmg OW to sla t B
collection so that reductions in services are
kept to a minimum.

Dlgltal Couecuon smashes
The Images folder in the RDID Server
in size. The following
subfolders are included in the Images folder:
is currently 424.98 GB

I
I
I

understanding of the process and speeded up
our operations. Anne took a Photoshop class
with RISD Learns in April 2009, andjanet
took an Introduction to Computers class and
a Powerpoint class, all of which helped
maintain their computer skills up to date.
Janet also took a class in Chinese Culture with
RISD Learns.
David Wilson exhibited in the library
staff art show and took classes through RISD
C
'
'
Ed
'
'
ontmumg “canon
In-lune’
f _A1‘;:lia_Unflerhi11:;0ntmu;s to paint
pro ession y, a piece o er wor was
selected for the 2009 poster for the Draft
Horse Classic, Nevada County Fairgrounds,
and another work was selected for the
American Academy of Equine Art 2009
Calendar. She contributed two panels to the
Mural Mosaic project, Le Cadeau du Cheval
(The Horse
and juried an equine art
exhibition for Dancing Horse Farm. Alecia
also exhibited in the library staff ad Show
Marm Bustinds review of Charlene

Archives [6502 GB’ 468 lmages]
Nature Lab _[85 MB’ 164 lmageél
Reader Semces’ D azzle Couectlon
[1294 GB’ 489 images]
I _SPeClal Conectlons [2472 GB’ 166
Hinges]
I Vlsual R"’$°}"°°S [322'07_GB’ a total
ofCa' 7250 Images’ 4’549 Images
Created m 200820091‘
In Preparation for Ofcampus access
to RDID, the archival Images folder will be

Saint Ioseph: Art and Gender in the Spanish
Empire [Princeton University Press 2006],
was published by CAA Reviews injanuary
2009. In March 2009, Marta co-organized a
“Birds of a Feather” lunch for Visual
Resources Librarians in AICAD colleges, as
part of the Visual Resources Association
annual Meeting in Toronto. In ]une 2009,
Marta was invited to guest edit the “Digital
Scene and Heard» Column of-the Visual

moved to
the Novel]
Server Space In the new
.
.
academic year’ whlle the RDID webslte
folders will remain in the RDID server

Resources Association Newsletter7 Images.
She wrote a short article on Visual Resources
blogs which
be read here:

Eg?Be1r;:tkIl1)oV:n;Snf:eé\;[ 113153 sS§I;etl3l'0rfhe

http: / /vraweb.org/ publications / imagestuff/v

“
4952 images, with a total
*‘ as

°

number of 1 19

Villaseor Black's book, Creating the Cult of

16

0 no

4.html.

registered users.
*

Sta Actwmes

Throughout the year, Anne Butler
andjanet Grewer received training in the
digital workow, which helped their

Marta Bustillo
Visual Resources Librarian
October 2009
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